
YA-12E
Electric Surgical Table

Better comfort!
Better care
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YA-12E
ELECTRIC SURGICAL TABLE 

- Effortlessly store and recall four customized positions for precise and efficient surgical setup. 
- Ensuring precision and safety, the table automatically pauses upon returning to the original position, allowing for 
meticulous adjustments in a secure surgical environment.
- Enhanced safety by automatically locking when adjustments have not been made for a period of time, preventing 
accidental activation and minimizing the risk of accidents
- X-ray transparent bed surface,
- Sliding table board movement (300mm) for versatile C-arm/X-ray imaging without patient repositioning.
- Stainless steel base and lifting column for easy cleaning, disinfection, and durability.
- One-Key Return to "0" Position,Streamlines the workflow with a single button press
- Large Wheels facilitate easy mobility of the surgical table for enhanced flexibility during medical procedures.
- A backup battery ensures uninterrupted functionality during power outages, offering a reliable and continuous 
power source for critical surgical procedures. 

FEATURES

The YA-12E electric surgical table, featuring large wheels for effortless mobility, stands out with four memory 
functions satisfying the use habits of the different doctors . Its advanced outlook design exudes 
sophistication, making it the top choice for modern surgical settings. Additionally, the inclusion of an 
automatic locking mechanism in the manual controller ensures safety, and the pause during the return to the 
original position enhances overall control and precision.

Model

Table Length

Table Width

Table Height Range

Table Slide Range

Head section

YA-12E

2100mm ( 84")

520mm( 20.8")

680-980mm (27.2" to 39.2")

300mm( 12")

+80°/ -90°

Back section 

Leg section up/down

Leg section outward

Trendelenburg / Reverse

Lateral tilt left/right

Kidney bridge

+70°/ -30°

35°/90° 

90°

30°/ 30°

20°/20°

120mm

ITEM PARAMETER ITEM PARAMETER



Remote control can backlight display indicating 
status information,it ensures a safe and easy 
handling even in the dark operation room

The column controller is also with backlight,It is more 
convenient and fast to operate

Remote controller

Column controller
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PRODUCT DETAILS

High-quality poly surface for easy clean, 
removable, impermeable.

The basement is made of stainless steel 304, which is 
stable and with a good outlook

Form Mattress 

Stainless steel basement 

Featuring large wheels for easy mobility, the surgical 
table offers flexibility and effortless repositioning 
during medical procedures

Large Wheels 




